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Image. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 165 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.3in. x
0.4in.With the clarity and depth characteristic of the classics, this spiritual bestseller lays out a
perceptive and insightful plan for living a spiritual life and achieving the ultimate goal of that life --
union with God. Nouwen views our spiritual ascent as evolving in three movements. The first, from
loneliness to solitude, focuses on the spiritual life as it relates to the experience of our own selves.
The second, from hostility to hospitality, deals with our spiritual life as a life for others. The final
movement, from illusion to prayer, offers penetrating thoughts on the most mysterious relationship
of all: our relationship to God. Throughout, Nouwen emphasizes that the more we understand (and
not simply deny) our inner struggles, the more fully we will be able to embrace a prayerful and
genuine life that is also open to others needs. Reaching Out is a rich book to be read, reread,
pondered, and shared with others. It does not offers answers or solutions, Nouwen cautions, but is
written in the conviction that the quest for an authentic Christian spirituality is worth the effort and
the pain, since in...
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Certainly, this is actually the best function by any article writer. It is actually writter in straightforward words and never confusing. Your life period is going
to be convert once you total looking over this ebook.
-- Mrs. Yolanda Reilly V-- Mrs. Yolanda Reilly V

A really awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. Indeed, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily could
possibly get a satisfaction of reading a composed publication.
-- Petra Kuphal-- Petra Kuphal
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